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The physical form is NO limitation.
That the physical is limitation is a manipulation. It is just another manipulation.
The only limitation is omnipresent manipulation.
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The physical is no limitation to the nonphysical. Neither is it its contradiction nor opposition.
The nonphysical is no limitation to the physical. Neither is it its contradiction nor opposition.
___
The physical and the nonphysical are one. One is one. One is How, Why, What Is. Within one (t)here is no
differentiation. (T)here is no need for differentiation. Within one (t)here is the (non)physical. Within one (t)here is
the (non)physical one. (T)here is the (non)physical one.
The physical and the nonphysical are oneness. Each of them is oneness. The physical is oneness and the
nonphysical is oneness. Oneness is the beingness of one. Oneness is how one expresses - materialises and
manifests. The physical and the nonphysical are the beingness of one.
Together the physical and the nonphysical are one. Together the (non)physical is one. Together (t)here is one.
(T)here is the (non)physical one. (T)here is the (non)physical.
___
The (non)physical is home for Consciousness.
___
Consciousness may be home. Consciousness may be home if chosen and practised. Chosen and practised
consciousness becomes home. Chosen and practised consciousness is home.

___________
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Form is NO limitation.
Form is form. Form is multiple. Form is infinite.
Form is infinite possibilities.
___
Infinite possibilities know no end. Neither do they know beginning.
Form possibilities know no end. Neither do they know beginning.
Infinite form possibilities know no end. Neither do they know beginning.
___
Form is how infinite possibilities materialise and manifest.
Form is why infinite possibilities materialise and manifest.
Form is what infinite possibilities materialise and manifest.
___
Form is no obstacle.
___
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Any construct is no obstacle. Nothing is an obstacle. (T)here is no obstacle.
The moment you disclose its nature, it ceases to be an obstacle.
Obstacles cease to exist when and where you are ready. When and where you are ready, obstacles do not exist any
more. Obstacles are just not (t)here.
___
When and where you are ready, you choose. When and where you are ready, you just choose. You choose and
move.
___
Choice requires movement.
Your choice requires your movement. You choice requires you movement. You movement requires you choice.
You choice require you movement. You movement require you choice.
You choice require you to move. You movement require you to choose.
To choose you need to move. Every choice of yours requires you to move.
___
Move and choose. Choose and move.
___
Choice is movement.
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Choose and move. Move and choose. Choose to move. Move to choose.
Movement is choice.
How are you about choosing? How are you about moving?
___
Choice favours.
This is how choice is. This is why choice is. This is what choice is.
Choice favours one possibility over another.
Your choice favours one possibility over another. You choice favours one possibility over another. You choice
favour one possibility over another. You favour one form possibility over another. You choose one form possibility
from among infinite form possibilities.
How are you about your choice? How are you choice?
___
Favour you choice.
Favour your choice.
Favour the form you choose. Choose the form you favour.
___________
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The physical form is no limitation to the nonphysical form. Neither is it its contradiction nor opposition.
The nonphysical form is no limitation to the physical form. Neither is it its contradiction nor opposition.
___
Your physical form is no limitation to your nonphysical form. Your nonphysical form is no limitation to your physical
form.
You physical form is no limitation to you nonphysical form. You nonphysical form is no limitation to you physical
form.
You physical form are no limitation to you nonphysical form. You nonphysical form are no limitation to you physical
form.
___
You in the physical form are no limitation to you in the nonphysical form. You in the nonphysical form are no
limitation to you in the physical form.
You with the physical form are no limitation to you with the nonphysical form. You with the nonphysical form are no
limitation to you with the physical form.
You through the physical form are no limitation to you through the nonphysical form. You through the nonphysical
form are no limitation to you through the physical form.
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You in, with, through the physical form are no limitation to you in, with, through the nonphysical form. Neither are
you in, with, through the nonphysical form limitation to you in, with, through the physical form.
___
You physical are no limitation to you nonphysical. You nonphysical are no limitation to you physical.
None of you is limitation to the other one of you. Neither is it its contradiction nor opposition. None of you are
limitation to the other one of you. You can be neither contradiction nor opposition to you. You are neither
contradiction nor opposition to you.
Any form of you is no limitation to the other form of you. Neither is it its contradiction nor opposition.
___________

Do you really want to know how Death is?
Do you really want to know why Death is?
Do you really want to know what Death is?
___
To know how, why, what Death is you need to desire to know.
To know how, why, what Death is you need to become desire, you need to be desire, you need to be you desire.
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Do you desire to know how, why, what Death is?
___
(T)here is neither negative judgment nor positive appreciation. None of them exists within Source.
___
Knowing how, why, what Death is comes from unknowing. It comes from unknowing how, why, what Death is.
Knowing how, why, what Death is is in, with, through unknowing how, why, what Death is. Knowing how, why, what
Death is unfolds in, with, through unknowing how, why, what you know Death is. Moment to moment.
(T)here is time. Allow time. (T)here is space. Allow space. Allow yourself time and space.
To know how, why, what Death is you need to unknown your known.
Unknow your known.
Unknowing the known of how, why, what Death is needs time and space. Unknowing your known of how, why,
what Death is needs your time and your space.
Unknowing your known you move into not knowing. Unknowing your known of how, why, what Death is you move
into not knowing how, why, what Death is. Not knowing you allow yourself to know. Not knowing how, why, what
Death is you allow yourself to know how, why, what Death is.
Unknow how, why, what you know Death is so that you not know. Unknow you into you not knowing. Become you
not knowing. Be you not knowing.
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You not knowing allows you to know differently. You not knowing allows you knowing. You not knowing allows you
knowing differently.
Know not so that you know differently. Know not how, why, what Death is so that you know how, why, what Death is
differently.
Know not so that you know.
___
From unknowing the known into not knowing into knowing differently. Again. From unknowing the known into not
knowing into knowing differently how, why, what Death is. Again. More. Each time more. Unknow your known.
Know not. Know differently how, why, what Death is.
Are you ready to know how, why, what Death is?
(T)here is time. Allow time. (T)here is space. Allow space. Allow yourself time and space.
___
Knowing how, why, what Death is comes from feeling. It comes from feeling INTO. Knowing how, why, what Death
is comes from feeling INTO.
Do you desire to feel INTO how Death is? Do you desire to feel INTO why Death is? Do you desire to feel INTO
what Death is?
Are you ready to feel INTO you?
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___
(T)here is time. Allow time. (T)here is space. Allow space. Allow yourself time and space.
___
INTO YOU
___________

A change of form terrifies humans for they define themselves through form. Humans define themselves in, with,
through the form of beginning and end. A disappearance of something that once appears ruins their sense of
stability. Stability gives humans a sense of existence.
Stability is an illusion of existence.
Stability excludes possibilities. It excludes other possibilities. In, with, through stability there exists the one and only
possibility - the possibility of stability. Stability creates a fantasy of no possibilities. Practising stability humans
create a fantasy of no possibilities. Possibilities petrify them.
Infinite possibilities are How, Why, What Is. Infinite possibilities are existence. Existence is How, Why, What
Manifests and How, Why, What Is To Manifest. Existence does not need to manifest. Existence just is.
___
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Infinite possibilities that are existence require choice. Humans do not like choosing. They do not like choosing
again and again. Infinite possibilities require moment-to-moment choosing. Humans prefer to choose once and be
set. (T)here is no state of being set, stable, still. No such state exists. Stillness does not exist.
Stillness is motion. Stillness is the motion that exceeds the capacity of human perception.

___________

You within the physical form are no limitation to you within the nonphysical form. Neither are you within the
nonphysical form limitation to you within the physical form.
You without the physical form are no limitation to you without the nonphysical form. Neither are you without the
nonphysical form limitation to you without the physical form.
Within does not exist. Neither does without.
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(T)here is neither within nor without.
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You have a choice. You do not need to die. Practise choosing.
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